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1. Individuality vs. Collectivity

Scholars and practitioners have not hesitated to call genocide a ‘crime of mens rea’. This nickname stems from the definition of genocide in Article II of the 1948 Genocide Convention, which has been exactly copied by subsequent international instruments such as Article 4 of the ICTY Statute, Article 2 of the ICTR Statute and Article 6 of the ICC Statute. The provision reads:

[…] (G)enocide means any of the following acts committed with intent to destroy, in whole or in part, a national, ethnical, racial or religious group, as such:

(a) Killing members of the group;
(b) Causing serious bodily or mental harm to members of the group;
(c) Deliberately inflicting on the group conditions of life calculated to bring about its physical destruction in whole or in part;
(d) Imposing measures intended to prevent births within the group;
(e) Forcibly transferring children of the group to another group.

Compared with other core international crimes such as crimes against humanity and war crimes, this crime definition of genocide is unique in that there does not exist an objective contextual element equivalent to a “widespread or systematic attack against a civilian population” (crimes against humanity) or “international [non-international] armed conflict” (war crimes). For crimes against humanity and war crimes, a specific underlying act (such as murder or torture) perpetrated by an individual is required to be connected to the respective contextual element, which suggests that the substantive legal structure of these two international crimes is two-layered: ‘conduct level’ and ‘context level’. In the case of genocide, however, there is no clue for an objective contextual element within the crime definition. Accordingly, it is difficult to apply the two-layered structure to the crime of genocide. In this context, let us think about the following hypothetical by George Fletcher:

There lived a Sinophobe in New Haven who desires that at least a part of Chinese people on the globe to be wiped out. One day he decided to kill the first two Chinese men he saw on the street and he did so. Did he commit genocide?

On its face, this question sounds ridiculous. How could this apparently simple murder constitute the ‘crime of crimes’? Yet, a careful reading of the definition of the crime of genocide compels us to say that the Sinophobe committed genocide. All the elements seem to be met: “intent to destroy a national group in whole or in part” and “killing members of the group”. That is to say, this crime definition seems to proclaim that the crime of genocide has a single-layered structure: there exists only the ‘conduct level’, and the ‘context level’ is absent. While the ‘conduct level’ signifies individuality, the ‘context level’ signifies collectivity. It follows therefore that, within this definition, there is no sign of collectivity, which is clearly contradictory to the inherently collective nature of genocide.

In sum, the definition of genocide as currently provided in the 1948 Genocide Convention and the Statutes of international courts has counterintuitive implications. This conflict between the individualistic definition of genocide and the fundamentally collective nature of genocide has been the source of confusions and difficulties in applying the definition of genocide to actual cases. Unfortunately, the extent of such confusion as a matter of substantive analysis has been pervasive in the relevant international jurisprudence.

2. Genocide with a Single Victim?

The travaux préparatoires of the 1948 Genocide Convention provide that the French delegation ardently argued that, if there exists a genocidal intent, an attack on a single individual could still constitute the crime of geno-
cide.\(^1\) Pieter Drost is of a similar view. He argues that, if a perpetrator’s *mens rea* is directed against a multiplicity of victims, his act of killing only one member of a group can still constitute genocide.\(^2\) In Drost’s understanding, genocide is indeed a ‘crime of *mens rea*.’ He further observes that, provided that killing only one member of a group is committed “with a connecting aim” (or “with the intent to commit similar acts in the future and in connection with the first crime”), a single homicide constitutes genocide. The ICTR Trial Chamber in *Mphahela* also observes that “[t]he *actus reus* of genocide does not require the actual destruction of a substantial part of the group; the commission of even a single instance of one of the prohibited acts is sufficient, provided that the accused genuinely intends by that act to destroy at least a substantial part of the group.”\(^3\)

This line of understanding had been well reflected in the German Code of Crimes Against International Law (‘CCAIL’) of 2002 which provided the underlying acts of genocide as follows: “Kills a member of the group”; “Causes serious bodily or mental harm to a member of the group [...]”; and “Forcibly transfers a child of the group to another group”\(^4\) (emphasis added). In the 1948 Genocide Convention and other international instruments, these italicized nouns were provided in the plural form. The majority of the ICC Pre-Trial Chamber in *Al Bashir* also understands that the case law of the ICTY and the ICTR is of the view that the crime of genocide is to be completed if an underlying act against a single victim has been committed with genocidal intent.\(^5\)

3. **“Destruction” as *Mens Rea***?

Is it true that the conduct of killing a single individual or forcibly transferring a child of a group to another group by itself is sufficient to constitute the crime of genocide, provided that the act has been committed with genocidal intent? What is exactly the *actus reus* required to constitute this crime? Is it only one of the five underlying acts committed against a single or a couple of victims? What about the “destruction” of a group in whole or in part?

A plain reading of the crime definition certainly suggests that “destruction” is not an *actus reus*, but a component of *mens rea*, that is, “with intent to destroy, in whole or in part, a national, ethnical, racial or religious group, as such”. This phrase contained in the chapeau part of the crime definition is referred to as ‘special intent’, ‘specific intent’, ‘*dolus specialis*’ or ‘genocidal intent’. Since the “destruction of a group in whole or in part” forms part of this *mens rea*, literally speaking, it is not required to be materialized. Given the nature of five underlying acts, drafter should be complimented for this nuanced formulation. That is, from the crime definition of genocide, we can see that, in certain cases, the actual destruction of a group might be a long process: if the perpetrator intended to destroy a group through the underlying act provided in (d) or (e), it will take at least a couple of generations for the destruction, in whole or in part, of the group to actually take place. For this purpose, the International Law Commission used the notion of “biological destruction” (as opposed to that of “physical destruction” for the acts provided in (a) to (c)). As a consequence, for the purpose of determining whether the crime of genocide has been completed, the destruction *per se* is not a reliable source: you simply cannot wait generations in order to decide whether a case at hand constitutes the ‘crime of crimes’ (genocide).

4. **“Destruction” as *Actus Reus***?

Though the “destruction” *per se* is not *actus reus*, the absence of actual destruction in whole or in part of a collective at the ‘context level’, inflicted by another collective, deprives genocide of the dimension of objective ‘scale’ that represents the serious criminality of international concern. The contextual element of crimes against humanity or war crimes not only performs the role of substantive element of crime, but also the role of justifying international jurisdiction over the two crimes. In other words, a “widespread or systematic attack against a civilian population” and “international [non-international] armed conflict” have dual functionality: ‘element of crime’ and ‘element of international jurisdiction’.\(^6\)

Despite the absence of an objective contextual element within the crime definition of genocide, one might say that the demanding requirement of genocidal intent (“with intent to destroy”) is capable of representing the level of criminality of international concern. In my view, however, this is just a delusion. Apart from cases involving the Srebrenica massacre, there has been no ICTY conviction of genocide. This clearly shows that judges are very reluctant to proceed to convict defendants of

---

genocide without there being a certain level of objective scale of violence or destruction.\(^7\) If it is really the individualistic genocidal intent element that matters, the Trial Chamber in \textit{Jelisić} should have convicted the accused of genocide: the Prosecution adduced sufficient evidence before the Trial Chamber, particularly that of the accused’s words and deeds, which points at the accused’s individual intent to destroy the Bosnian Muslim group in Brčko area.

5. Objective Scale Matters

What the \textit{Jelisić} Trial Chamber set forth as a reason for its genocide acquittal is the absence of objective scale of violence at the ‘context level’ (I call it ‘collective genocide’) which should have provided the Chamber with a contextual basis of finding the accused guilty of genocide at the ‘conduct level’.\(^8\)

Indeed, Raphael Lemkin who coined the term ‘genocide’ in the 1940s was clear in his mind. He clarified that “destruction in part must be of a substantial nature … so as to affect the entirety”.\(^9\) He further observed that “the [Genocide] Convention applies only to actions undertaken on a mass scale and not to individual acts …”\(^9\) Despite the absence of this collective dimension of genocide within the crime definition, Lemkin’s view has been followed by Nehemiah Robinson in 1960,\(^10\) the so-called Ruhashyankiko Report of 1978,\(^11\) the so-called Whitaker Report of 1985,\(^12\) the US Genocide Convention Implementation Act of 1987,\(^13\) the International Law Commission in 1996,\(^14\) and subsequently the case law of the ICTY and the ICTR. The collective dimension of genocide reflected in these materials manifests itself as the ‘substantiality requirement’ that requires a showing of the destruction of a substantial part of a group.\(^15\) In this manner, the notion of “destruction” comes out of the realm of \textit{mens rea} and functions as a contextual element. Put differently, “destruction of a substantial part of a group” at the ‘context level’ becomes an essential objective element of the crime of genocide in parallel with the genocidal intent element.

In this respect, the \textit{Krstić} Appeals Chamber makes it clear that the genocidal intent and the requirement of “targeting a whole or a substantial part of a group” constitute the two key “requirements” of genocide. The Chamber states that “[t]he gravity of genocide is reflected in the stringent requirements […] – the demanding proof of specific intent and the showing that the group was targeted for destruction in its entirety or in substantial part […]”.\(^16\) These developments, without any doubt, tell us that genocide is not a ‘crime of mens rea’. The crime of genocide should be understood to have a two-fold structure consisting of ‘context level’ and ‘conduct level’ as is also the case with crimes against humanity and war crimes.

6. The Collective Dimension of Genocide in the Case Law

The discussion thus far leads us to conclude that the collectivity at the ‘context level’ (as opposed to the individuality at the ‘conduct level’) has unduly been overlooked as a matter of substantive analysis, that is, in theory and conception. As a matter of the practical application of law, however, the case law of the \textit{ad hoc} international criminal tribunals has, inadvertently or inadvertently, paid due attention to the collectivity of genocide at the context level.

In \textit{Akayesu}, the first-ever conviction on genocide in the history of the ICTR, the Trial Chamber holds that the accused is guilty of genocide. It is crucial to note that the Chamber’s finding on the accused’s individual genocidal intent is based upon its preceding finding of a collective genocidal intent. More specifically, before considering the accused’s individual crime of genocide in the commune of Taba,\(^17\) the Chamber first finds a collective crime of genocide throughout Rwanda in 1994 in a section titled, “Genocide in Rwanda in 1994?”.\(^18\) Hence, the Chamber concludes that “genocide was, indeed, committed in Rwanda in 1994 against the Tutsi as a group”.\(^19\) As misleading, I believe that the validity of this proposition can be demonstrated by the ICTY Chambers’ consistent practice that has refused to acknowledge genocide other than in Srebrenica.

\(^{7}\) These cases include \textit{Jelisić, Stakić, Sikirica, Brđanin, and Karadžić} (Count 1). Only the cases involving the Srebrenica massacre, such as \textit{Krstić, Popović et al., Tolićir and Karadžić} (Count 2), have succeeded in securing genocide convictions.


\(^{11}\) LeBlanc, \textit{ibid.}, p. 45, note 23, 1991. See also Raphael Lemkin, “Genocide as a Crime under International Law”, in \textit{American Journal of International Law}, 1947, vol. 41, p. 151 (‘[…] especially in cases where such tensions result in large scale criminality.’).
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\(^{14}\) 18 U.S.C. § 1091(a).

\(^{15}\) UN doc. A/51/10, p. 45.

\(^{16}\) The “substantiality” should be understood as an objective element. Namely, a subjective understanding thereof – that is, “intending to destroy at least substantial part of a group” – should be regarded as misleading. I believe that the validity of this proposition can be demonstrated by the ICTY Chambers’ consistent practice that has refused to acknowledge genocide other than in Srebrenica.


\(^{19}\) \textit{Ibid.}, paras. 112–129.

\(^{20}\) \textit{Ibid.}, para. 126.
It is exactly this usage of the term “genocide” that I call ‘collective genocide’. I am not sure whether it can legitimately constitute a legal finding because the concept of “genocide” here is not strictly a legal notion – that is, not related to any specific individual defendant or defendants. Put differently, the generic notion of “genocide in Rwanda” deviates from the definition of genocide focusing on the ‘conduct level’ as its necessary ingredient. Rather, it seems more precise to characterize it as being a generic concept deficient of any statutory basis. For the purpose of finding the accused’s individual genocidal intent, the Chamber’s reasoning and answer in respect of the question of “Genocide in Rwanda in 1994?” (‘collective genocide’ and ‘collective genocidal intent’) actually provides a critical substantive legal ground. In one way or the other, the subsequent case law of the ICTY and the ICTR has consistently addressed the collective dimension of the crime of genocide, albeit in an oblique and indirect manner.

A rare exception that deals with the collectivity of genocide in a straightforward way, in particular the notion of collective genocidal intent, is the Trial and Appeals Judgement in Krstič. If I take up the Krstič Trial Chamber’s words, the notion of collective genocidal intent is an “intent to destroy […] apart from the intent of particular perpetrators”. Since it is an intent “apart from the intent”, it exists external to the individual inner state of mind (the realm of mens rea). And, since it exists externally, the collective genocidal intent “must be discernible in the criminal act itself [...]”. The term “criminal act” in this sentence of course means collective actions performed by a collective at the ‘context level’. In the same vein, the Appeals Chamber in Krstič also observes that “[t]he inference that a particular atrocity was motivated by genocidal intent may be drawn, moreover, even where the individuals to whom the intent is attributable are not precisely identified”.

The emphasis placed by these Chambers upon the significance of collective genocidal intent leads us to doubt whether the enormous attention that has been paid to the concept of individualistic genocidal intent is worthwhile. There is an impressive number of scholarly articles addressing the true meaning of genocidal intent, in particular, surrounding the two divergent interpretative approaches: the purpose-based theory on one hand, and the knowledge-based approach on the other.

Recently, I have published a monograph entitled A Collective Theory of Genocidal Intent. Tackling one of the most confusing and controversial issues in the field of international criminal law – the genocidal intent element – this monograph seeks to develop an account of genocidal intent from a collectivist perspective. Drawing upon the two-layered structure of the crime of genocide composed of the ‘conduct level’ and ‘context level’, it detects the genocidal intent element at the ‘context level’. The genocidal intent found in this manner belongs to a collective, which significantly departs from the prior individualistic understandings of the notion of genocidal intent. I argue that the crime of genocide is not a ‘crime of mens rea’. Furthermore, collective genocidal intent at the ‘context level’ operates in a way that renders the crime of genocide itself a criminal enterprise. The idea of genocide as a criminal enterprise also suggests that genocide is a leadership crime in respect of which only the high-level actors can be labeled as principals (as opposed to accessories).
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